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Putin is changing his strategy in Ukraine says UK intelligence
Zeleb.es - The daily Beast
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Russia will exhaust Ukrainian forces rather than defeat them
Russia’s strategy for conquering Ukraine has changed according to an intelligence
update from Defence Intelligence, an organization within the UK’s Ministry of
Defense.

Russia's goal since 2014
“Since 2014, Russia’s strategic goal in Ukraine has highly likely been consistent: to
control its neighbor,” Defence Intelligence wrote in their daily war update on Twitter.

Shifting objectives
The British intelligence group noted that for more than eight years Vladimir Putin
and his military officials pursued Russia’s objective in Ukraine through a policy of
supervision and by fomenting war in the country’s Donbas region while annexing
Crimea.

A new approach
“On 24 February 2022, Russia pivoted to a new approach and launched a full-scale
invasion which attempted to seize the whole country and depose its government,”
Defence Intelligence wrote, though they noted that this approach did not work.

Failure and refocusing
“By April 2022,” the British intelligence organization added, “Russia realized this
had failed, and focused on expanding and formalizing its rule over the Donbas and
the south. It has made slow and extremely costly progress.”



The high cost of progress
Russia’s slow and costly progress in Ukraine is the main reason why Defence
Intelligence predicted that Putin and his military planners have likely changed their
overall strategy to one that favors Russia’s strengths, namely its manpower reserves.

Putin's new strategy
“In recent weeks, Russia has likely changed its approach again,” Defence
Intelligence wrote. Its campaign now likely primarily seeks to degrade the Ukrainian
military, rather than being focused on seizing substantial new territory.”

Russia will try to outlast Ukraine



“The Russian leadership is likely pursuing a long-term operation where they bank
that Russia's advantages in population and resources will eventually exhaust Ukraine,”
the intelligence organization’s update added.

Other experts commented on the change
The British Ministry of Defense’s assessment of Putin’s changing strategy isn’t new,
several experts and organizations have been predicting a Russian move towards a
strategy of war that favors the kind of attritional operations that could cripple
Ukraine.

The war has reached the end of its beginning
Eugene Rumer is a senior fellow at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
and the director of the organization's Russia and Eurasia program. On February 17th,
he wrote an article arguing that the war had only reached the end of its beginning.

Russia wanted a quick victory
“Putin started the war betting on a short and decisive campaign,” Rumer wrote,
adding that “Russia was favored to win quickly.”

Now Putin wants a long war
“A year later, [Putin] is betting on the opposite—to wage a long war against Ukraine,
exploiting the advantages that Russia’s size, resilient economy, and relative security
from retaliation afford him,” the senior fellow from Carnegie continued.



Will this new strategy be a war winner?
“From Putin’s perspective, this is likely to be a viable strategy for the next phase of
the war,” Rumer added, noting that Putin faced “little pressure at home from a docile
public.”

Putin will want more than just the Donbas
But with this new strategy comes a new goal according to Rumer. Taking the Donbas
is no longer the Russian prize for victory, taking all of Ukraine is what Rumer
believes will be Putin’s new goal moving into this different phase of the war.

Putin is "too confident"



On February 26th, the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency William Burns
subtly addressed the issues of Putin’s new war strategy, saying he believed the
Russian President was “too confident” in the abilities of his military forces.

Comments from the Director of the CIA
"I think Putin is, right now, entirely too confident of his ability, as I said before, to
wear down Ukraine, to grind away and that's what he's giving every evidence that
he's determined to do right now," Burns told Margaret Brennan on Face the Nation.

Putin will eventually have to face the music
“At some point, he's going to have to face up to increasing costs as well, in coffins
coming home to some of the poorest parts of Russia,” Burns added.



Russia has the means to out last Ukraine, but will it?
Whether this new strategy will work for Putin has yet to be seen. Russia does have the
manpower and munitions advantage over Ukraine, but none of that will matter if a
protracted war begins causing serious problems on Putin’s home front.

The Ugly Battle of Bakhmut Is Nearing Its End | Opinion
Daniel R. DePetris - Newsweek

Bakhmut, a mid-sized city in eastern Ukraine that used to boast approximately 70,000
residents, isn't an important piece of real estate. But Ukraine and Russia have been
fighting pitched battles in the vicinity since the summer, and the city has taken on
symbolic significance for the combatants.

For the Russians, Bakhmut represents the biggest prize since June, when their forces
captured Severodonetsk and Lysychansk after weeks of heavy bombardment. For the
Ukrainians, Bakhmut is the epitome of its resistance against the Russian onslaught—
yet one more example of the inspiring David and Goliath story that has categorized
the war in the minds of many.

To underscore how important the defense of Bakhmut is for Kyiv, Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelensky handed over a battle-flag from Ukrainian troops
stationed in the city to then-House Speaker Nancy Pelosi after his address to a joint
session of Congress last December.

Ukrainian soldiers look toward Russian positions while atop an anti-aircraft gun on
Feb. 14, 2023, near Bakhmut, Ukraine.© John Moore/Getty Images

Yet the battlefield dynamics in this particular area of the 600-mile frontline is slowly
moving in Russia's direction. Russian forces, including the mercenaries and jailhouse
cannon-fodder that make up the Wagner Group, are close to surrounding the
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remaining Ukrainian defenders. The vise is getting tighter. The only major highway to
the west is in range of Russian artillery fire, forcing the Ukrainians to use country
roads to resupply and evacuate the wounded.

The Ukrainians have reportedly withdrawn from the eastern part of the city. Yevgeny
Prigozhin, chief of the Wagner Group, is claiming control over parts of Bakhmut, a
small consolation prize after months in which his mercenaries have been cut down.

Despite Zelensky's vow to fight for as long as it takes, it's likely only a matter of time
before Bakhmut is surrendered to the Russians. Even so, Zelensky doesn't intend to
just hand the city over.
"We understand that after Bakhmut they could go further," Zelensky told CNN's Wolf
Blitzer, referring to Russian forces.

"They could go to Kramatorsk, they could go to Sloviansk, it would be open road for
the Russians after Bakhmut to other towns in Ukraine, in the Donetsk direction." Of
course, this is precisely what the Russians are hoping for; Russian Defense Minister
Sergei Shoigu, who has taken a beating by hardliners such as Prigozhin, is
confident Ukraine's defensive lines in the Donbas will wear thin after Bakhmut is
taken.

The reality, however, could be very different. The Ukrainians haven't been sitting on
their hands all this time waiting for Russia to move westward. Instead, Kyiv has spent
months building additional defensive lines to the west, using the hilly terrain in the
area to its advantage.

Assuming the Russians take Bakhmut, they will likely try another offensive in the
direction of Kramatorsk. But such operations will be enormously costly for an army
that has already sustained 200,000 casualties. Up to 30,000 Russian troops may have
been killed in the battle of Bakhmut alone over the past six months. Unless Russia can
throw an unlimited number of convicts into the meat grinder, nobody should assume
Moscow has the capacity to take the entire Donbas region.

The war, now in its second year, is at the stage where the most awful type of attrition
is playing out. Russian President Vladimir Putin has a lot more men at his disposal
and could execute another troop mobilization if the situation is desperate enough to
require one.

The Ukrainians can't compete with Moscow in terms of numbers. Kyiv lost some of its
best elite units in the early months of the conflict, and many of those now fighting
heroically were rushed into battle with less than ideal training (to be fair, the same
goes for Russia).
Ukraine is experiencing extensive strain due to the war, having lost 30 percent of its
economy last year, and it's hard to see the situation getting any better as the fighting
goes on. Zelensky is also at the mercy of his foreign supporters; some of the very
weapons platforms, ammunition, and artillery shells Ukraine needs for future
counteroffensive are in increasingly short supply in the West.

Ukrainian officials must take all of these factors into account as they make plans in
the days, weeks, and months to come. It is precisely because of this long, inconclusive
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attritional battle ahead why some military analysts, like Michael Kofman of the
Center for Naval Analyses, are questioning whether sticking it out in Bakhmut is the
best use of the Ukrainian army's resources.

As Kofman tweeted after a recent trip to the city in late February, "I think the
tenacious defense of Bakhmut achieved a great deal, expending [Russian] manpower
and ammunition. But strategies can reach points of diminishing returns, and given
[Ukraine] is trying to husband resources for an offensive, it could impede the success
of a more important operation."

Kofman isn't alone. The Biden administration has been urging Ukraine to preserve its
manpower and equipment in order to boost the chance of a successful
counteroffensive later in the spring. Part of this obviously entails giving up Bakhmut,
regardless of how emotionally draining such a pullout would be.

The Ukrainian army's tactical withdrawal from some of the destroyed city, days
after reaffirming its intention to defend it for as long as it takes, suggests that the
military leadership is coming around to the U.S. perspective.

The hard decision to sacrifice Bakhmut will be terrible for Ukraine's morale. But it's
probably the right call given the uncertain future and resource constraints Ukrainian
officials are forced to handle.

*** Daniel R. DePetris is a fellow at Defense Priorities and a syndicated foreign
affairs columnist at the Chicago Tribune.

Putin is running out of time to win the ammunition war against the West
Story by Lewis Page - The Telegraph

As the war in Ukraine grinds on, discussion over Western assistance to the
Ukrainians has focused on sophisticated weapons: missiles, battle tanks, precision
munitions, and combined air operations – aka “fighter jets”.
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CHASIV YAR, DONETSK PROVINCE, UKRAINE, MARCH 05: Ukrainian
servicemen fire an artillery cannon aiming to Russian positions in the frontline
nearby Bakhmut in Donbas, Ukraine, March 5th, 2023. Photo by Narciso

Contreras/Anadolu Agency via Getty Images

In fact, however, the key issue right now is supplies of ordinary dumb artillery shells.

“The war in Ukraine has become an artillery war,” says Mark Cancian, ex-US
Marine colonel and analyst for the Center for Strategic and International Studies
(CSIS) think-tank in Washington. “There may be a crisis brewing over artillery
ammunition.”

The standard bread-and-butter artillery shell of NATO is the 155mm. More than 300
155mm guns of various kinds have been or are being sent to the Ukrainians, around
half of them from the USA.

The US has also sent a million shells, which sounds like plenty: but as of November,
the Ukrainians said they were firing 6,000 to 7,000 shells a day and would like to be
firing more.

Not all of these shells will be 155mm – Ukraine also has ex-Soviet guns and some
ammunition for them, though getting more of that is very problematic – but the
Ukrainians are firing 155mm shells much faster than the factories of the West are
making new ones.

Even this is not exactly intensive use: no more than 20 shells per day from each tube.
To stop a heavy Russian attack, or to support a major Ukrainian advance, the big
guns must often fire faster than this.

The trouble is that the West has not seen fighting of this sort for a very long time.
Western alliances have gone to war against ground armies with ex-Soviet equipment
three times in living memory, twice in the Gulf and once in Libya.

In all three cases, the opposing ground forces were destroyed almost entirely from the
air. British artillery fired just 9,000 155mm shells during the whole Iraq
invasion. Stockpiles have been reduced and manufacturing capacity has been cut back.

The problem has been noticed. NATO secretary-general Jens Stoltenberg
acknowledged in February that Ukraine’s rate of firing is “many times higher than
our current rate of production”.

This week, Parliament’s Defence Select Committee said that British ammunition
stocks are at “dangerously low levels” and rebuilding them could take a decade. EU
defence ministers met this week in Stockholm to discuss a massive increase in
European production: though it’s not clear when this could be achieved, or even if it
will be attempted.

As usual in Western military affairs, the serious money and action has been from the
USA. In 2021 the US produced fewer than 10,000 155mm shells a month: that is now
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climbing through 15,000 and Pentagon officials expect to hit “surge rate” of 20,000
in a matter of weeks.

Ample money is available: Congress has awarded more than $100 billion of funds to
support Ukraine, and the recent National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) has
given US officials the freedom to act. In January, the Pentagon said that America will
reach 90,000 shells a month and do so within two years.

A 155mm shell is essentially a heavy, precision-made steel forging with an explosive
charge inside. The US has large stockpiles of the chemicals needed to make the
explosive fillings, and plenty of steel: the limit on production is the ability to turn steel
bar stock into shell bodies.

This takes place at the moment at a pair of Government Owned, Contractor Operated
(GOCO) factories in Pennsylvania, run by General Dynamics. The plants are in 24-
hour operation, which has delivered much of the production increase so far.

The next step is new capacity, and here again the US has acted. In November, a $391
million contract was given to Canadian firm IMT Defense for more shell bodies, and
General Dynamics was instructed to build another shell production line in Texas.
Douglas R Bush, the US Army’s top acquisition official, said in January that a fourth
shell-body facility will also be established.

America is also looking to fund capacity increases overseas: a deal was announced in
November under which the US will buy 100,000 rounds of 155mm from South Korea.
A key part of getting industry to build new production capacity will be promises by
the US Department of Defense (DOD) that it won’t just walk away once the fighting
stops, leaving producers with expensive new plant and no orders.

“The NDAA gave DOD authority to sign multiyear procurement contracts for
munitions,” explains Cancian. “Industry has been worried that it will expand
capacity but then, when the war ends, DOD will cancel its contracts … DOD has used
multiyear contracts for decades to buy ships, aircraft, and vehicles more efficiently. It
should take advantage of these new authorities to rebuild its munitions inventories.”

So it’s clear that the Western world – by which we largely mean the US, so far – is
rapidly increasing production of 155mm shells. But it’s often suggested that Russia is
out-producing the West, in simple artillery shells at least if not in more sophisticated
weapons.

This is doubtful. British military intelligence assessed in February that Russia’s
defence industries are “falling short” of the production levels needed to sustain
Putin’s forces in Ukraine, and that this is a “critical weakness”.

It’s true that Russian rates of fire have often been higher than those of the Ukrainians,
but this doesn’t necessarily mean that Russia is producing lots of new ammunition.
Vladimir Putin knows he cannot win a long war of attrition: given time, the US alone
can massively out-produce the feeble Russian economy.



Time is not on his side. Putin is likely to fire every shell he has to achieve something
that looks like victory while he still can. He can’t afford to wait, with US 155mm
production climbing all the time, Western tanks arriving on the battlefield, and the
possibility that the EU might do something effective.

One should also note that Russia doesn’t need to fear running out of shells the way
the Ukrainians do. If Ukraine runs out of shells it will cease to exist as a nation: if
Russia does, it will only have to withdraw from Ukraine.

There are good reasons, then, to suspect that Russia is not over matching Western
military production – even in relatively simple artillery shells.

Germany and the Netherlands signal weakening of Europe’s China tech ties
David Meyer - Fortune

Europe is weakening its tech ties with China—a day after it emerged that Germany is
considering heavy restrictions on the use of Huawei and ZTE equipment in its 5G
networks, the Netherlands confirmed it’s about to ban the export of more advanced
chip-making equipment to China.

Germany and the Netherlands signal weakening of Europe’s China tech ties© KAY
NIETFELD/POOL/AFP via Getty Images)

First things first: On Tuesday, German media reported that the government was set to
tell its big telecommunications providers to rip out the Chinese gear that’s pervasive
in their 5G networks. Reuters subsequently confirmed that the government was
considering the move, without naming specific manufacturers—though the names
“Huawei” and “ZTE” go without saying.

China called the reported plan “hasty” and said it was “very puzzled and strongly
dissatisfied.” If the German government really is planning to ban Huawei and ZTE’s
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5G equipment, it would be a significant economic and geopolitical step, as China is
Germany’s biggest trade partner.

Several years ago, Angela Merkel’s conservative-led administration rebuffed the
U.S.’s insistence on shutting Huawei out of Germany’s 5G infrastructure—the Trump
administration even threatened to reduce its intelligence-sharing with Germany over
the issue.

Now, it seems left-leaning Chancellor Olaf Scholz may make good on his recent
promise to gradually reduce Germany’s dependence on Chinese trade.
The Netherlands is also falling in line with the U.S. approach to China’s perceived
national security threats.

As I wrote at the end of January, the Netherlands and Japan agreed in principle to
join the U.S. in avoiding the sale of advanced equipment to Chinese chip
manufacturers, due to the possibility of the Chinese military using those chips in
weaponry and A.I. systems.

At the time, the crucial Dutch equipment maker ASML—which already stopped
exporting its top-grade ultraviolet (EUV) kit to China a few years ago—was uncertain
how much of its second-best deep ultraviolet (DUV) technology would be covered by
the latest export controls.

ASML warned that an overly broad ban could damage production of the non-cutting-
edge chips that feed the world’s tech supply chains, but it got what seems to be good
news late yesterday when the Dutch government finally gave details of its new
policy—sales of only the “most advanced” DUV systems would be controlled.

ASML’s statement yesterday suggested it still didn’t have all the details it wanted
from the government, but it expected the new export controls wouldn’t hit its financial
outlook or its long-term plans.

Announcing the new controls, Dutch Trade Minister Liesje Schreinemacher didn’t
refer to China—again, a major Dutch trading partner—by name. She said the
equipment’s export would be limited to “prevent Dutch goods from contributing to
undesirable end uses, such as military deployment or weapons of mass destruction,”
and also to prevent “unwanted long-term strategic dependencies.”

Schreinemacher also pointed out that the controls would be most effective if
implemented by countries around the world. She conceded that Russia will probably
block the Dutch submission of the controls to the Wassenaar Arrangement—the 42-
country export control regime that deals with “dual-use” technologies that can be
used in military contexts—so the Netherlands will try to at least get the rest of the EU
to join its enforcement effort.

Its success in doing so will provide a further gauge of how deep Europe’s
technological decoupling from China is likely to go.
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Netanyahu: ‘horrible nuclear war’ will break out, if Iran isn’t stopped
TOVAH LAZAROFF Jerusalem Post

A“horrible nuclear war” will break out if the world does not stop Tehran from
obtaining atomic weapons, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said in his first ever
address to the Iranian people on Thursday night.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu leads a government conference at the
Prime Minister© (photo credit: YONATAN SINDEL/FLASH90)

“If Iran gets a nuclear weapon, this will be a problem all of us will face. It will
change the world,” he said in an English-language interview with Washington-
based Iran International that was also dubbed into Persian and broadcast in Iran.

A nuclear Iran will cause “the crisscrossing of the Middle East with nuclear trip
wires,” as other regimes who understand the danger of a nuclear Iran will rush to
arm themselves,” Netanyahu said, using the platform to urge global action in
response to Iran’s enrichment of uranium to 84%, which is close to 90% weapons
grade.

Netanyahu said he had a message for “those who say, ‘Well, if we take action against
Iran, we will face war’ – You will face a war if you don’t, a potentially horrible
nuclear war if you don’t.”

“Iran’s nuclear program has hit a danger zone,” he said, adding that Israeli actions
had delayed them by a decade, but now the program is pushing forward.The
international community must deliver a strong common message to Iran, Netanyahu
said
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An undated handout picture shows a missile being launched during a military
exercise in an undisclosed location in Iran, obtained by Reuters on February 28, 2023.
(credit: IRANIAN ARMY/WANA (WEST ASIA NEWS AGENCY)/HANDOUT VIA

REUTERS)© Provided by The Jerusalem Post

“We should tell them that if they cross over a nuclear threshold, that is something that
we cannot tolerate,” he said. “We have to tell them there is a line you cannot cross,
and there is a price to be paid if you do.”
The security of the world and the hopes of the Iranian people are at stake, Netanyahu
said.

Netanyahu has long argued that the combination of crippling sanctions and the
presence of a credible military threat is the only way to stop Iran from producing
nuclear weapons.

“History will change if Iran will get nuclear weapons,” he said, adding that the
Iranian people and Israel have a common enemy in the Islamic Republic.
To the Iranian people, “We stand with you; I stand with you,” Netanyahu said. “But
now most of the world stands with you. You should know that. Do not lose heart. Be
strong.”

In a terse message to the Islamic regime, he said, “We’ll be here long after you’re
gone.”

Netanyahu spoke about the growing Iranian threat when he addressed the Jewish
community in Rome on Thursday and said he intended to bring the matter up with the
Italian prime minister.

He also discussed it with US Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin, who met with him at
Ben-Gurion Airport prior to his departure to Rome on Thursday.

The US has long said it supports Israel’s right to defend itself. In Israel, however,
Austin underscored that US President Joe Biden’s “preference is to explore all
diplomatic avenues to ensure that we constrain Iran’s progress in this field, and so we
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would look to continue to work to make sure that we constrain their dangerous
advances.”

Pompeo sounds alarm over Biden leaving billions of US military equipment in
Afghanistan: 'Horrific'
Kristen Altus - FOX News

As one of President Biden’s most "horrific" military decisions is brought back to the
spotlight, former U.S. Secretary of State and Fox News contributor Mike
Pompeo warned Biden has given an advantage to terrorists.

"It was a horrific decision President Biden made," Pompeo said on "Mornings with
Maria" Thursday. "And the fact that that equipment is now in the hands of our
adversaries, the Taliban, who have every intention of continuing to kill and take on
the United States of America, make no mistake, that is bad."

This week, the House Foreign Affairs Committee has been holding hearings relating
to Biden’s withdrawal of U.S. troops from Afghanistan in August 2021. Not only did
defense damage take place with America leaving behind nearly $7 billion worth of
military equipment, but so did emotional damage with the loss of 13 soldiers killed by
a suicide bomber.

On Tuesday, Sgt. Tyler Vargas-Andrews, a U.S. Marine who survived the attack,
was moved to tears retelling the events to lawmakers.
"I'm thrown 12 feet onto the ground but instantly knew what happened. I opened my
eyes to Marines dead or unconscious and lying around me. A crowd of hundreds
immediately vanished in front of me and my body was catastrophically wounded with
100 to 150 ball bearings now in it," Vargas-Andrews told the committee.

Former U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo called Biden's military withdrawal from
Afghanistan a "horrific decision" on "Mornings with Maria" Thursday. AP
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Not only did Biden orchestrate "something that the United States has never done
before," Pompeo argued, but created a "dangerous" and "tragic" precedent by
leaving military weapons in Taliban hands.

"We had the loss of life, we had the loss of American power around the world, but it's
also the case now [that] the Taliban has tools and equipment. They'll struggle to
maintain it, they'll have problems, but make no mistake about it, that was part and
parcel of the mistake that President Biden made," Pompeo said.

"President Trump, we wanted out as well," Pompeo continued, "but we were prepared
to do it in a way that would have respected not only our American service members
and the service they gave in Afghanistan for two decades, but we would have made
sure the Taliban never got the equipment that they have their hands on today."

One silver lining, Pompeo pointed out, is that America’s adversaries will likely have
difficulty in trying to perform the necessary software updates required by the left-
behind military equipment.

"It doesn't mean we won't have a bad day. It doesn't mean they won't figure out how
to use one of them, that the Russians won't help them, that the Chinese won't help
them. All of those things are possible," Pompeo said.
"And while they have the very real ability to use that equipment in the medium and
near-term, the chance of them being able to develop a force around that over the 10,
15, 20-year time frame is very low."

The biggest challenge facing the Biden administration today, the 70th Secretary of
State noted, is the impression it left on the world stage after the Afghanistan
withdrawal.

"The whole world saw that. Vladimir Putin saw it, he invaded Ukraine. Xi Jinping is
watching it, and he's thinking about Taiwan," he said. "Those are the strategic
challenges that face our nation today as a result of what the president did."

The ongoing hearings are the first on the subject since Republicans took control of
Congress earlier this year, with Rep. Cory Mills, R-Fla., telling Fox News Digital
Tuesday that the proceedings will be aimed at providing the "transparency and
accountability the American people deserve."

Ukraine Can Bring Putin’s Tanks Back from the Dead
Jack Buckby - 1945

Ukrainians Put Captured Russian Tanks to Work in the Donbas - Since the beginning
of the war in Ukraine – or at least since the Russians suffered catastrophic defeats in
the weeks following the invasion and were forced to withdraw from positions in the
Donbas and elsewhere in Ukraine – Ukrainian forces have captured Russian
tanks and repurposed them for defensive purposes.
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Russia T-80 Tanks© Provided by 1945

Captured Russian T-80BV, T-80U, and T-80UK tanks in Ukrainian service in the
Donbas from last week. pic.twitter.com/KTXG7efzt4— Rob Lee (@RALee85)

Now, more than a year into the war, captured Russian tanks are still in use by the
armed forces of Ukraine.

Photographs shared on social media this month show how Russian T-80 tank variants
are in use by the Ukrainian forces in the Donbas, having been deployed just days
prior.

Rob Lee, a senior fellow at the Foreign Policy Research Institute, shared the
photographs on Twitter and added that the tanks seen in the Donbas over the last
week include T-80BVs, T-80Us, and T-80UKs.
“Captured Russian T-80BV, T-80U, and T-80UK tanks in Ukrainian service in the
Donbas from last week,” Lee wrote in a tweet containing four images.

The images appear to have been deliberately edited to obscure the backgrounds,
which will make it difficult for opposition forces to recognize where the tanks are
located.

The tanks have been visibly repaired and refurbished, with some covered in Konta
Explosive Reactive Armor (ERA) that is designed to explode upon impact. The armor
may dramatically improve the safety of older tanks, though it is never a surefire way
to protect against incoming missiles or other ammunition.

One tank also appears to have armor plates fitted to the side of the hull, while another
has armor surrounding the turret and engine area.

The damage that can be done to T-80 series tanks is significant, especially when
Javelin missiles are used.
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While the tanks are by no means new, every tank lost and used by the Ukrainians
causes more of a headache for Russian forces who are relying on just one tank
factory in Russia to create just 20 tanks per month.

Nord Stream mystery: the tanker Minerva Julie spent 7 days idling near the attack
site
Mattathias Schwartz (mschwartz@businessinsider.com) - Business Insider

Gas bubbles up from a rupture in the Nord Stream 2 pipeline on September 27.
Nearly six months later, the identity of the saboteurs remains unknown. Swedish

Coast Guard via Getty Images© Provided by Business Insider

Even as new details surface from European investigators, one of the most intriguing
clues to recently emerge comes not from official probes but via a 29-year-old open-
source analyst based in Denmark.

Oliver Alexander spent months analyzing data from the maritime Automatic
Identification System, or AIS, from vessels that passed near the site of three out of the
four pipeline ruptures shortly before the damage.

He noticed that the Minerva Julie, a 600-foot Greek-flagged tanker, was headed east
from Rotterdam when, on September 6, it came to an abrupt stop in the middle of the
Baltic Sea.
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From September 6 through September 13, the Minerva Julie drifted near the site of
the September 26 explosions, AIS data show. © Marine Traffic with annotations by

Insider.

The Minerva Julie stayed there, alternately idling and crossing a roughly 200-square-
nautical-mile area above the two natural-gas pipelines, for seven days, from
September 6 until September 12. From there, the Julie traveled on to Tallinn, Estonia
before anchoring at Saint Petersburg, Russia on September 18. Then, on September
26, the two pipelines burst.

The Minerva Julie's proximity to the attack site was first reported by Verkkouutiset, a
Finnish media outlet. The coincidence has sparked a wave of speculation online
among a committed group of amateur sleuths and maritime experts.

At the same time, it's difficult to imagine that the official investigators tasked with
getting to the truth of the Nord Stream sabotage wouldn't want to know more about
the Minerva Julie since the vessel spent a week circling above what was about to
become a massive geopolitical crime scene.

The data uncovered by Alexander does not indicate that the vessel was in any way
involved with the destruction of the pipelines. It does, however, raise the question of
what the crew might have witnessed.

In an emailed statement to Insider, a spokesperson for Minerva Marine confirmed the
Julie's location over the 7-day period, and said that the vessel had stopped "while
awaiting her next voyage instructions," in accordance with "standard shipping
practice." The statement did not say whether Minerva had been contacted by
investigators.
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It said the company "always been and remains at the disposal of all competent public
authorities in respect to any inquiry, acting always in a legitimate and transparent
manner."

Investigators say the Nord Stream breakage was an act of sabotage, caused by what
they've estimated to be hundreds of pounds of military-grade explosives attached to
the pipelines at around 80 meters in depth, or roughly 260 feet. The undersea
pipelines were financed by a consortium of companies from Russia, Germany, France,
and the Netherlands. The pipelines bypassed Ukraine to deliver Russian natural gas
directly to Germany.

Alexander found that the three explosions, marked below by black darts, occurred
almost exactly where the Julie had taken its long pause a few days before. To date,
there is no indication that either the Minerva Julie's owners or its crew are the
subject of the investigations, which reports suggest are focusing on a rented yacht.

Insider verified Alexander's findings regarding the Julie's location using Marine
Traffic, which compiles global AIS data from the location transponders used by
commercial shipping vessels. Not all vessels show up on AIS databases, and the data
can be vulnerable to manipulation.

European investigators have reportedly linked the pipeline attacks to a rented boat.
The yacht, believed to be a 50-foot sailboat equipped with a 75-horsepower engine, is
said to have embarked on September 6, the same day the Minerva Julie stopped at the
future site of the explosions.

Authorities reportedly searched the yacht where they found traces of explosives. On
Thursday, Der Spiegel identified that yacht as the Andromeda. Several photos of the
Andromeda were posted to Twitter on Thursday by Aric Toler, a researcher at
Bellingcat.

Among the questions raised by the Minerva Julie's AIS locational data is whether the
tanker came into contact with the smaller Andromeda. While floating near the attack
site, to northeast of the island of Bornholm, the Julie's pilothouse would likely have
had a visibility of roughly 10 to 15 miles.

It's unclear whether investigators have obtained the Julie's logbook, navigational
charts or radar history, which could have records of activity around the attack sites
during that seven-day period.

For the Julie to suddenly pause for seven days in the midst of a voyage, immediately
above the future attack site, is a striking coincidence, perhaps the most serious case of
a vessel being at the wrong place and time since the container ship Ever Given ran
aground in the middle of the Suez Canal, blocking traffic for six days in 2021.
But an innocuous explanation for the Julie's whereabouts is far from impossible,
shipping experts told Insider.

"Ships don't always go full speed from point A to point B," said Steve Richter, a
marine consultant and veteran docking pilot. "For example, if a ship is bound for a
refinery in Philadelphia, they might not have a berth available for them. So they might
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drift slowly to kill time off the coast of Delaware on their way up the coast. At the
same time, it is uncommon for a tank ship to stop enroute and sail in a circle, unless
they have a change in orders or perhaps a mechanical issue onboard."

A second shipping expert told Insider that the Julie could have been awaiting orders
about where to go next. "From where I sit, it's likely that there was only one vessel
involved in the attack, and hundreds of others in the area," they said. "In other words,
there is a large volume of hay. Is this the needle? Could be, but it isn't likely."

The Minerva Julie, a 600-foot oil and chemical tanker, near the port of Rotterdam in
2020. Alf van Beem / Wikimedia Commons© Alf van Beem / Wikimedia Commons.

The Julie would be an unlikely choice for saboteurs, as the tanker self-reported its
position throughout. And to be sure, the Julie has not been named by any details yet
public from the ongoing probes.
For Alexander, the close proximity of the Julie to the explosion in both space and time
warrants further scrutiny. He he told Insider: "To me, it's too much of a coincidence."
Various reports have tried to attribute the attacks to Americans, Russians, Ukrainians,
and pro-Ukrainian irregulars. All three countries have denied involvement.
After a meeting early last year with the German chancellor, President Joe Biden
promised to "bring an end" to the Nord Stream 2, should Russia move ahead with
what was then an apparent plan to cross the border into Ukraine, which it did in late
February 2022.

For now, the best evidence of who was behind the attacks is in the hands of
authorities from Sweden, Germany, and Denmark, which all have ongoing
investigations into the sabotage.

*** Update: This story has been updated to credit Finnish outlet Verkkouutiset for
reporting in September about the Minerva Julie's track.
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China’s J-20 Stealth Fighter: A Blatant F-22 and F-35 Rip-Off?
Kris Osborn - 1945

There may be more unknown details of relevance to the Chinese J-20 5th-generation
stealth fighter than there are known specifics, yet the People’s Liberation Army has
been writing about its J-20 in several respects for many years now, so there are a
handful of key pertinent observations to be made regarding the extent of the threat it
may pose.

China J-20 Stealth Fighter© Provided by 1945

J-20: How Much of a Threat?
Upon initial glance, the stealthy looking air frame has been widely seen by US
Congressional reports and Pentagon essays as what could be called a
“transparent” rip-off of US 5th-generation stealth technology.

This possibility, and the visible similarities in stealth configuration between the J-20
and F-35 and F-22 have been cited in several Pentagon reports, all as part of a long-
standing and publicly documented concern about Chinese theft of US military
technology.

The J-20 does look stealthy, as it has a standard blended-wing-body stealth shape,
rounded fuselage, few if any protruding structures likely to generate a return radar
signature and what appears to be an internal weapons bay devoid of external pylons.

While many have drawn comparisons between the J-20 and F-35, the J-20’s apparent
dual-engine configuration looks a bit F-22-like. Also, the J-20s dual wing
configuration looks a bit different than existing F-22 or F-35 designs, as its dual-wing
fuselage is more elongated and larger than US 5th-gen aircraft.
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While available specs published by Aerocorner do say the J-20 is nearly five meters
longer than the F-22, the largest differences appear to be maximum take-off payload
and fuel capacity.
Aerocorner lists the length of the J-20 at 23 meters, compared to 18.9 meters for the
F-22.

Range is also dramatically different as well, as additional size and fuel-carrying
capacity results in a massive range disparity; Aerocorner reports that the J-20 flies
with a 4,166 gallon fuel tank capacity compared with 2,400 for the F-22.
This disparity results in a massive range difference, as the J-20 is listed as having a
range nearly 3,000 km farther than the F-22.
The spec sheet says the J-20 can travel to ranges of 5,926km, a range which puts
Taiwan well within reach of mainland China, whereas the F-22 is slated as having a
range of 2,963km.
However, with two non-stealthy external fuel tanks, an F-22 can travel more than
1,864 miles, yet a plane with this configuration will compromise dog-fighting ability
and speed.

As a longer, dual-winged stealth fighter, the J-20 is likely much less maneuverable
than an F-22 and therefore less likely to challenge the Raptor for air supremacy in
air-to-air combat. However, once over a target area, the J-20 appears to have a
massively larger payload capacity to deliver ordnance, one reason why the J-20 is
much slower than the high-speed F-22; the specs list the speeds as 1,963 knots for the
F-22 and 1,333 knots for the J-20.

Payload capacity is also quite different, as the J-20 can reportedly take off with
27,998 pounds of internal and external weaponry, whereas the F-22 can take off with
a fraction of that at 3,915 pounds. This would suggest that a lighter, faster, air-to-air
combat aircraft such as the F-22 would be well positioned to destroy a J-20 in the air
with relative speed and efficiency, depending upon the range and fidelity of weapons
sensors, precision guidance and targeting technology.

Even the F-35, a multi-role fighter with more payload than an F-22 is reported to
operate with a take-off payload of 18,000 pounds of internal and external
weapons. This means a J-20 can operate with longer dwell time above target areas,
drop a much higher percentage of bombs on any one given mission and certainly
reach thousands of kilometers further in terms of range, unless an F-22 flies with non-
stealthy external fuel tanks.

Propulsion comparisons also appear to heavily favor the F-22, however Chinese-
backed newspapers report that the J-20 is now built with a first-of-its-kind WS-15
domestically produced engine. It may not be clear how much this impacts
performance, yet it seems unlikely a J-20 could rival an F-22 in the air.

It may not be well suited to challenge an F-35 either, although a true F-35 and F-22
comparison with the J-20 may depend upon lesser known variables such as the range
and accuracy of its sensing, targeting and weapons envelope.

For instance, the F-35 is known to fly with sensors enabling it to see and destroy
enemy fighter aircraft at unprecedented stand-off distances. Therefore, should the J-
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20 be unable to match this, then it would be quite vulnerable to an F-35 or F-22,
regardless of its maneuverability and weaponry.

Should a J-20 be seen before it can detect an F-22 or F-35, other variables will
certainly matter less. Secondly, the precision-guidance, seeking or course-correcting
accuracy of air-to-air weapons would likely be a deciding factor as well.

Finally, all of this likely relies upon the aircraft's ability to “network” with other
nodes across multiple domains and operate with high-speed, potentially AI-enabled
computing and mission systems. The answer regarding which aircraft would
ultimately be superior may reside in answers to these lesser known variables.

The Bottomline
What this might suggest is that the US Air Force and Navy would be well served to
find and destroy J-20s in the air before they are over target areas where they might be
positioned to use a large bomb-dropping payload capacity to inflict damage or
overwhelm air defenses with numerous attacks per single aircraft.

Wagner mercenaries boss reveals recruitment drive due to Bakhmut
Al Jazeera

Mercenary force boss Yevgeny Prigozhin said his Wagner private army has opened
recruitment centres in 42 Russian cities as he seeks to replenish the army’s ranks
after heavy losses in fighting for the Ukrainian city of Bakhmut.

In an upbeat audio message on Friday, Prigozhin said new fighters were coming
forward but gave no indication of the numbers involved. He also said ammunition
supplies from the Russian army had improved but remained a concern.

“In spite of the colossal resistance of the Ukrainian armed forces, we will go forward,”
he said. “Despite the sticks in the wheels that are thrown at us at every step, we will
overcome this together.”

Wagner mercenaries have been at the forefront of some of the fiercest fighting in
Russia’s attempt to take control of Bakhmut, where the Ukrainian army is still holding
out after more than seven months of warfare – a bloody campaign Prigozhin calls
“the meat grinder”.

In a separate post on social media on Friday, Prigozhin said Ukraine was preparing
a counteroffensive near Bakhmut, adding: “Of course we are doing everything we can
to prevent this from happening.”
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Yevgeny Prigozhin, founder of Russia’s Wagner Group, speaks in Paraskoviivka,
Ukraine in this still image released on March 3, 2023 [File: Concord Press Service

via Reuters]© Provided by Al Jazeera

Ukraine has decided to fight on in the ruined Bakhmut because the battle has engaged
some of Russia’s best units and worn them down ahead of Moscow’s planned spring
counteroffensive, Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s aide Mykhailo
Podolyak said on Friday.

“Russia has changed tactics,” Podolyak said in an interview published by Italy’s La
Stampa newspaper.
“It has converged on Bakhmut with a large part of its trained military personnel, the
remnants of its professional army, as well as the private companies,” he said.

“We, therefore, have two objectives: To reduce their capable personnel as much as
possible and to fix them in a few key wearisome battles, to disrupt their offensive and
concentrate our resources elsewhere for the spring counteroffensive. So, today
Bakhmut is completely effective, even exceeding its key tasks.”

Ukraine’s deputy defence minister, Hanna Maliar, said on Friday that, as Russia
pressed its offensive, “our soldiers are doing everything possible to prevent the enemy
implementing their plans”.

Prigozhin has acknowledged taking severe losses in Bakhmut and at one point posted
a gruesome photo of lines of Wagner corpses. He has also waged a public feud with
Russian military chiefs over his army’s ammunition shortages.

In January, the United States assessed that Wagner had about 50,000 fighters in
Ukraine, including 40,000 convicts Prigozhin had recruited from Russian prisons
with a promise of a free pardon if they survived six months on the front lines. In
February, however, he said he was no longer being allowed to hire convicts straight
out of prison.

Ukrainian officials have claimed that nearly 30,000 Wagner fighters have deserted or
been killed or wounded in Ukraine, a figure that could not be independently verified.
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In another audio message on Friday, Prigozhin said he had thanked the Russian
government for a “heroic” increase in ammunition production. He said his men had
been “blown away” by the fact they had started to receive ammunition deliveries
labeled as produced in 2023. He said ammunition was now being produced “in huge
quantities, which cover all the necessary needs”.

Prigozhin then appeared to contradict himself, saying: “I am worried about
ammunition and shell shortages not only for the Wagner private military company but
for all units of the Russian army.”

Putin Dealt Double Blow as Two of His Closest Allies Turn on Him
Giulia Carbonaro - Newsweek

Turkey and Hungary, whose leaders had been among the few in Europe to keep an
open door to Moscow after the beginning of the invasion of Ukraine, seem to be
starting to turn their backs on Russia.

From left, Hungary's Prime Minister Viktor Orban, Russia's President Vladimir Putin,
and Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.© Ludovic Marin/AFP/Getty; Alexey

Danichev/Sputnik/AFP/Getty; Adem Altan/AFP/Getty

This month, the Turkish government, which mediated peace talks between Kyiv and
Moscow last year, abruptly halted the transit of sanctioned goods to Russia, after
having received several warnings from the European Union and the United States
about these products helping Russia's war effort in Ukraine.

This week, Hungary's Prime Minister Viktor Orbán announced his country will
reassess its relationship with Russia. Since the beginning of the Russian invasion of
Ukraine last February and the following sanctions imposed by the EU, Orbán has
kept an ambivalent stance towards Moscow.
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Orbán and his government were slow to condemn Russia's invasion of Ukraine and
repeatedly opposed the EU sanctions against Moscow and financial aid to Kyiv. As an
energy crisis unfolded across Europe last year, Orbán consistently blamed higher
costs on the sanctions imposed on Russia, calling for the EU to put an end to the
measures.

Last month, Politico reported that Orbán told a group of foreign conservative figures
that time was on Russia's side in the war in Ukraine, calling the war-torn country "the
land of nobody" and openly questioning its sovereignty.

But the latest apparent change of direction for Turkey's President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan and Hungary's Orbán shows that, as the war drags on for longer than
anyone would have expected at its start, even Putin's closest allies in Europe are
being forced to reconsider what's more convenient, strategically, for their countries.

While Turkey kept a good balance last year between keeping its ties with Russia
without completely angering Europe and the U.S., this position now seems
increasingly untenable.

Turkey's defiant resistance to the punitive measures imposed by the U.S. and the EU
on Russia threatened to cost the country's companies and banks to be punished for
contravening sanctions, as Brian Nelson, the U.S. Treasury Department's top
sanctions official, made clear during meetings in Ankara and Istanbul last month.

Orbán too has until now played both sides, avoiding being straight-out anti-
Ukrainian to keep enjoying the benefits of its EU and NATO membership while
refusing to stop developing its ties with Moscow and abandoning its Russia-friendly
stance.

But Orbán, talking about the need to reassess Hungary's relationship with Russia
during an economic forum in Budapest on Thursday, didn't suggest cutting ties with
Moscow completely.

"I understand the need to rebuild Russian-European relations after the war, but it's
far from realistic," Orbán said. "That is why Hungary's foreign and economic policy
must carefully reflect on the type of relationship we can establish and maintain with
Russia in the next 10-15 years."

US should reject China's Kamala Harris-for-Kevin McCarthy Taiwan compromise
Tom Rogan - Washington Examiner

Anticipating a visit to Taiwan by House Speaker Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) — still to be
planned and scheduled — China is offering a compromise. In return for allowing
McCarthy to visit Taiwan without the sort of military reaction that followed Nancy
Pelosi's 2022 visit to the island democracy, China wants Vice President Kamala
Harris to visit Beijing simultaneously.
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US should reject China's Kamala Harris-for-Kevin McCarthy Taiwan
compromise© Provided by Washington Examiner

As the South China Morning Post reports, Chinese Communist Party officials have
quietly suggested to the Biden administration that they send Harris to Beijing when
McCarthy goes to Taiwan. This would follow in the tradition of a 1997 visit to Taiwan
by then-House Speaker Newt Gingrich. Vice President Al Gore visited Beijing around
the same time.
It might sound reasonable, but the U.S. should not take this poisoned olive branch.

For a start, the Biden administration would signal weakness and hesitation were it to
do such a thing. This is not to say that the U.S. should do whatever upsets China the
most in relation to Taiwan. One of the few areas where I agree with Jessica Chen
Weiss, for example, is her suggestion that the U.S. look for a reciprocal reduction of
military activity in the Taiwan Strait. Taiwan must also massively increase defense
spending if it expects America to fight alongside it.

Still, the basic principle involved in U.S. political visits to Taiwan is that American
politicians have the right to accept invites to travel to democratic nations. To deter
China from attacking Taiwan, the U.S. must broadcast bipartisan unity of effort in the
island's democratic defense. Simultaneous McCarthy-Harris visits would instead
broadcast American division.

And for the Chinese Communist Party, perhaps more than any other political entity,
internal division is seen as a terrible weakness. In the context of existing concerns by
U.S. allies that the U.S. is divided over policy relating to Ukraine, this double-visit
strategy would not be a good look (incidentally, McCarthy makes a mistake by not
accepting Ukraine's invitation to visit that nation).

Taking this option would also mean undermining the speaker and, by association, the
legislative branch. It would be one thing had the administration sent Harris to Beijing
when Pelosi visited Taiwan. But it did not do so. To shift strategy because a
Republican now holds the speaker's gavel would evince partisanship.

Finally, a dual visit strategy would set a new Beijing-favorable norm for future visits.
Were the U.S. later to abandon this norm, it would invite China's escalation in kind.
At a minimum, China would view any dual visit as a victory in its effort to de-
legitimize Taiwan's democracy and American resolve in its support.
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Put simply, if McCarthy is invited to Taiwan and wants to go, he should go. Harris
should avoid China, at least in the period immediately before and after McCarthy's
excursion.

Ukraine to Get Fighter Jet Boost
Ellie Cook - Newsweek

Ukraine may receive NATO-supplied fighter jets soon, Polish Prime Minister Mateusz
Morawiecki said on Tuesday, announcing that Warsaw could be providing the
aircraft to Kyiv "in the coming four to six weeks."

Mikoyan MiG-29 fighter jets of the Polish Air Force take part in a NATO shielding
exercise at the Lask Air Base on October 12, 2022 in Lask, Poland. © Omar

Marques/Getty Images

Polish Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki said Warsaw could give Kyiv MiG-29
fighter jets in four to six weeks.

Slovakia's defense minister, Jaroslav Nad, previously said that Bratislava and
Warsaw had jointly agreed to send MiG-29 fighter jets to Kyiv to aid in the fight
against Russian forces.

Last week, Nad wrote on Facebook that a "Polish colleague" confirmed the joint
commitment of the two countries to furnish Ukraine with the additional aircraft.
"It's time to make a decision," he added in his post.

Polish President Andrzej Duda told CNN last week that Warsaw was "ready" to
provide operational MiG-29 jets, adding that Ukrainian pilots would "be ready to use
those planes instantly."
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Poland was quick to offer MiG-29 jets at the outbreak of full-scale war with Russia
last year, which Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky praised as a show of
"readiness to provide Ukraine with combat aircraft."
"Do not shift the responsibility, send us planes," Zelensky said on March 9, 2022.

Ukraine's air force already operates the twin-engine Soviet-era MiG-29 jets, and
Slovakia indicated months ago that it was willing to send additional aircraft to
replace the MiG-29 supersonic jets Ukraine has lost over the course of the war.

Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba told Germany's Bild am Sonntag in an
interview published on March 12 that he did not "expect the delivery of fighter jets to
happen anytime soon."

Duda also said he believed Ukraine's army would end up with F-16 fast jets, adding
modern jets that would surely contribute to Kyiv's war effort. However, Ukraine was
in more urgent need of artillery supplies, he said.

Kyiv has long called for fourth-generation fighters, such as the United States Air
Force's F-16s, but Washington has so far resisted the demands for the advanced jets.
Duda told CNN that training for Ukrainian pilots on the likes of F-16s was
"necessary."

A U.S. military official confirmed earlier this month that two Ukrainian pilots
had traveled to Arizona for a "familiarization event," which is "essentially a
discussion between the Air Force personnel and an observation of how the U.S. Air
Force operates."

The British government had committed to extending its training of Ukrainian forces to
include fighter jet pilots during a visit by Zelensky to London in February. During the
visit, Zelensky called for "wings for freedom," but no fourth-generation fighter jets
have so far been promised.

This "will ensure pilots are able to fly sophisticated NATO-standard fighter jets in the
future," Downing Street said on February 8.

Russia sacrificing mercenary forces as 'live meat' after Wagner Group warlord
loses 'Putin's trust'
Caitlin McFall - FOX New

The infamous Wagner Group has found itself in the cross-hairs of not only the
Ukrainian army but Russia’s Ministry of Defense after its mercenary chief lost the
trust of Russian President Vladimir Putin.

Yevgeny Prigozhin, once a top ally of Putin’s, is fighting for the survival of his
mercenary forces in eastern Ukraine as the fight for Bakhmut continues to rage
following months of intense warfare.
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"After the battle for Soledar, Yevgeny Prigozhin lost Putin's trust," Wagner expert
Oleksander Kovalenko told Fox News Digital. "This is due to the fact that Soledar
was captured by Wagner [private military company] PMC at the cost of colossal
losses."
"In fact, in Soledar Wagner PMCs lost their main backbone and the operation itself
was subjected to massive criticism within Russia," he added.

People in military uniform, claiming to be soldiers of the Russian mercenary group
known as the Wagner Group and its head, Yevgeny Prigozhin, pose for a picture
believed to be in a salt mine in Soledar, Ukraine, in this handout picture released Jan.
10, 2023. Ress service of "Concord" / Handout via Reuters© Press service of
"Concord"/Handout via REUTERS

The fight for Soledar revealed the first significant rifts that had been reported
between the mercenary group and the Russian military after the defense ministry
claimed victory over the salt mining town, just 10 miles north of Bakhmut, in January.

Prigozhin shot back at this claim and accused the ministry of attempting to steal the
group’s glory.
The ministry later issued a rare statement that noted it was a joint effort, but the
public spat revealed the real divisions between Putin’s fighting forces.

Kovalenko, a military supervisor of the Information Resistance group in Ukraine that
began countering propaganda following Russia’s 2014 invasion, explained that the
fact Wagner forces had been battling for the Donbas region since the summer months
was not a circumstance that awarded Prigozhin any favor.
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"Prigozhin had a complete monopoly on the conduct of hostilities in the Bakhmut
region since the summer of 2022," the Wagner expert explained.

Ukrainian soldiers shelter in a trench during Russian shelling near Bakhmut, Ukraine,
March 5, 2023. AP Photo / Libkos© AP Photo/Libkos, File

Kovalenko said Prigozhin’s failures have cost not only recruiting permissions and
access to arms provided through the defense ministry, but now his forces are being
used as "human shields" in the first line of defense for Russian military forces.

Minister of Defense Sergei Shoigu, along with Russia’s Chief of General Staff of the
Armed Services Valery Gerasimov, used Wagner’s failures in taking the Bakhmut
sector to convince Putin to return traditional military troops to the area, according to
the Wagner expert.

Kovalenko's depiction of the changing battlefield dynamic in the Bakhmut sector was
echoed in a Sunday report by the Institute for the Study of War (ISW), which said
Russia’s defense ministry is now trying to "deliberately expend both elite and convict
Wagner forces in Bakhmut in an effort to weaken Prigozhin and derail his ambitions
for greater influence in the Kremlin."

"Taking into account the fact that now Prigozhin cannot quickly compensate for the
losses of his units since he has lost his monopoly on hiring prisoners in prisons, the
forces of mercenaries are depleting very quickly," Kovalenko said.
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Yevgeny Prigozhin Sergei Ilnitsky / Pool Photo via AP / File© Sergei Ilnitsky / Pool
Photo via AP / File

Reports have surfaced for months suggesting that Russian defense officials were
looking to remove Prigozhin as a pseudo adviser to Putin, and the mercenary chief
has become increasingly frustrated and public with his complaints – even accusing
Shoigu and Gerasimov of "treason" last month for failing to provide his men with
sufficient arms.

"It is difficult to say whether this was a planned destruction of the Wagner PMC, but
the fact [is] the Russian military command uses the Wagnerites as living
meat," Kovalenko said.
"Prigozhin is currently unable to do anything," he added. "He has no way to resist."

A Ukrainian tank fires on Russian positions at the front line near Bakhmut, Ukraine,
March 8, 2023. AP Photo / Evgeniy Maloletka© AP Photo/Evgeniy Maloletka

According to the ISW, Prigozhin has threatened to withdraw his Wagner forces from
Bakhmut, but it is unclear how this would play out or what it could mean for
Prigozhin.
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The Washington-based think tank said it appears that the Russian defense ministry
is currently "prioritizing eliminating" Wagner forces from the battlefield in Bakhmut,
which it said "is likely slowing down the rate of advance in the area."

Eliminating Wagner mercenary troops would also mean even higher casualty rates
among Russian military forces, which has already seen significant death tolls in the
Bakhmut sector – including up to 1,000 deaths over the last week alone, according to
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy.

A man places flowers during the funeral of Dmitry Menshikov, a Wagner Group
mercenary killed during the military conflict in Ukraine, in the Alley of Heroes at a

cemetery in Saint Petersburg, Russia, Dec. 24, 2022. Reuters / Igor
Russak© REUTERS/Igor Russak

Western defense officials have repeatedly said that Russia has expelled a
disproportionate amount of arms and men in the area for little strategic gains –
suggesting the fight for Bakhmut has become largely symbolic in the eyes of Moscow.
But according to Kovalenko, Russia can still afford to remove Wagner troops from its
war effort.

"PMC Wagner is not the only private military company operating in Russia. Now
PMC Patriot and PMC Redut – supervised by the Russian Federation Ministry of
Defense – are gradually gaining popularity," he said.
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Yevgeny Prigozhin, left, with Russian President Vladimir Putin. Alexei Druzhinin /
Pool Photo via AP / File© Alexei Druzhinin/Pool Photo via AP, File)

Kovalenko explained that Russian officials have tried to expand Moscow’s use of
mercenary forces by diversifying the groups in places like Syria, but Prigozhin's
monopoly previously stood in their way.

"Now the Russian military has the opportunity to use their PMCs and advertise them
to Putin," he said, adding that Russia’s use of forced conscription will also enable it
to keep sending men to the front lines in Ukraine.

The Danger of Russia Becoming President of the U.N. Security Council
Jeffrey Sonnenfeld & Sergiy Kyslytsya - Time

Can you imagine such blood thirsty despots as: Adolf Hitler; Saddam Hussein; or Pol
Pot presiding over the U.N. Security Council, charged with preserving global peace
and harmony?
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People attend a Security Council meeting concerning the war in Ukraine at United
Nations headquarters on February 24, 2023 in New York City. © Michael M.

Santiago-Getty Images

Blinken was one of the international officials to attend the Security Council meeting
marking the one-year mark of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. On Thursday, the UN
General Assembly passed 141-7 with 32 abstentions calling for a cessation of
hostilities in Ukraine and for Russia to withdraw its forces immediately.It may read
like one, but this is no April Fool’s prank—next month, Russia—and by extension,
Vladimir Putin—will assume the Presidency of the U.N. Security Council.

Known burglars are not given banks to run, nor are convicted sex offenders given
charge of daycare centers. In the same vein, Putin should not be allowed to make a
mockery of international diplomacy by becoming the face of global peace as he
escalates his unjust invasion of Ukraine with new attacks daily.

The potential damage of a gavel-wielding Putin is hard to overstate. Even beyond its
symbolic value; the Presidency of the U.N. Security Council carries very real
institutional power within the U.N., chairing all discussions, applying the rules,
controlling the docket, schedule, and credentialing for all debates, and managing all
draft resolutions. And Russia has proven adept in the past at abusing the vast
procedural power of the Security Council Presidency.

In fact, the last time Russia held the rotating Security Council Presidency was, not
coincidentally, February 2022. Back then, Russia sought to exploit the Security
Council to confuse and mislead the world of its real intentions, and Russia’s devious
machinations were aimed at impeding international support for Ukraine both leading
up to and immediately following the start of the invasion on February 24.

The U.N. is an imperfect institution and it would have been challenging for the U.N.
to effectively respond to the early warning signs of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine of
due to periodic bureaucratic paralysis. However, Russia’s holding of the Security
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Council Presidency seriously exacerbated these challenges and rendered the U.N.
largely impotent when the world most needed it, and even as the international
community rallied around Ukraine.

For example, in the weeks leading up to the invasion, Russia abused its Presidency
to anoint pro-Russian stooges as “Ukrainian civil society activists” at Security
Council meetings, ostensibly speaking on behalf of Ukrainian civil society, and
legitimized by bearing the ostensible institutional imprimatur of the UN.

Their disinformation about the “evil Ukrainian regime” and their own “peaceful
intentions” were supposed to confuse other countries and erode the efforts of the
Ukrainian delegation to build international support for last-ditch peace efforts within
the insular halls of the U.N.

In the weeks before the invasion, Russia manipulated the rules of the U.N. to force
unprecedented institutional condemnation of economic sanctions, which escaped
notice in the west but which was happily spread far and wide by the Kremlin,
especially to third world countries.

Russia was apparently thinking two steps ahead – when the invasion broke out in late
February, Russian propagandists were quick to build on these discussions as a cudgel
to erode the legitimacy of the western coalition in the eyes of developing nations.

Similarly, Russia used the Security Council as a venue to advertise an alphabet
soup of their puppet international organizations, including the military block it leads,
CSTO—providing these Putin puppets a veneer of international legitimacy right as
the invasion started.

These startling examples do not even include countless other, smaller ways in which
Russia leveraged obscure procedural rules to make life for the Ukrainian delegation
difficult both within the U.N. and in the broader diplomatic arena.

Just as Russia’s abuse of the Presidency last February effectively immobilized the
Security Council at the moment of maximum peril, we are now at a similar juncture,
and if the first round was any indication, the consequences of unleashing Putin for a
second go at the gavel are genuinely horrific.

With warning signs that global support for Ukraine may be under increasing strain, it
does not take much imagination to conceive how Russia will once again misuse the
powers of the Presidency to sow disinformation and drive wedges between U.N.
member states.

Fortunately, the members of the UN have a way out of this predicament—if they are
courageous enough to enforce their own U.N. Charter.

As others have pointed out, the legal basis of Russia’s membership in the Security
Council is dubious to begin with, as Russian membership was never subject to a
confirmation vote, nor was Russia an original founding member of the U.N.
Rather, Russia merely seized a seat at the table for itself.
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Once the USSR dissolved, thirteen of the fifteen former socialist republics, from
Armenia to Azerbaijan to Uzbekistan, had to apply to membership with no nation
grandfathered in, excepting Ukraine and Belarus which had been among the original
members along with the USSR since 1945.

Yet, somehow, like an uninvited dinner guest, Russia showed up and began gobbling
up other diners’ meals, even though Russia’s wish to be recognized as the continuant
state to the USSR was never formally discussed or voted upon.

Russia’s lack of legal standing aligns with the fact that it simply does not have the
political, diplomatic, or economic power needed to be a permanent member of the
Security Council. Their aspirations are woefully misaligned with their actual
capabilities.
Despite its swagger as an a neighborhood bully in eastern Europe, Russia is a failing
economy running unfunded massive deficits and not remotely an economic
superpower.

As we’ve documented, over 1,000 major multinationals have pulled out of Russia
crippling over one third of its economy. Russia brings no finished goods to the global
marketplace while its raw materials are commodities from fuel and food to metals
all affordably available elsewhere.

It is therefore little surprise that in reality, Russia is little more than a freeloader at
the U.N.—at the expense of far smaller nations. Russia squeezed its way onto the
Security Council despite contributing much less than any Security Council permanent
member, less than 2% of the U.N. budget, which is less than half of the financial
contributions of Italy and comparable to the budgetary contribution of much smaller
states such as the Netherlands. For comparison, the U.S. provides 22% of the U.N.’s
budget.

We therefore lay out an urgent three-step process to block Putin from taking over the
Security Council by invoking the U.N.’s own charter and to bring Russia’s standing
into better alignment with its actual capabilities.

Now that Russia has been designated an aggressor state by the U.N., leading
international law scholars have noted that this technically disqualifies Russia from
presiding over any U.N. body, much less the U.N. Security Council. The U.N. should
thus invoke its charter and prohibit Russia from assuming the Presidency of the
Security Council.

Russia should be removed from the Security Council and General Assembly, given its
unlawful presence; if Russia is interested, it may apply for a non-voting observatory
status in the General Assembly as a provisional step.

Russia should then have to formally apply for membership, to be discussed and voted
upon both in the General Assembly and in the Security Council, like every other new
member of the U.N.

Ultimately, the President of the U.N. Security Council is supposed to safeguard global
peace and harmony. Putin cannot be allowed to claim this mantle as long as he
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continues his invasion of Ukraine, and the member states of the U.N.—in particular,
the U.S., the U.K., and France, three of the five permanent members of the Security
Council, should be ready to stand up to the convening of the Security Council under
the illegitimate leadership of warlord Putin.

These actions must be immediate—with only two weeks left before Putin takes over
the U.N.

Putin's Allies' Fears Come True
Jon Jackson - Newsweek

In the main image, Russian President Vladimir Putin is seen delivering a speech
during the congress of Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RSSP) on
March 16, 2023, in Moscow, Russia. The smaller photo shows Margarita Simonyan,
head of Russian outlet RT, at a ceremony at the Kremlin in Moscow on December 20,
2022. Some people say Russian propagandists like Simonyan may be concerned that
they could face consequences following news that the ICC issued an arrest warrant

for Putin.© Photos by VALERY SHARIFULIN/SPUTNIK/AFP/Getty Images

The International Criminal Court (ICC) issued an arrest warrant for Russian
President Vladimir Putin on charges of war crimes.
Pro-Kremlin media pundits may be concerned about the possibility of facing war
crime charges.
Russian state TV hosts and guests have encouraged and rationalized violence against
Ukraine. Some have even suggested using nuclear weapons against Western countries.
It is forbidden by international law for occupying powers to

The International Criminal Court (ICC) on Friday announced it had issued an arrest
warrant for Russian President Vladimir Putin, accusing him of war crimes.

Though the chances of Putin standing trial are extremely unlikely, some of his most
vocal supporters in Russia—namely, propagandists working for state-controlled
media—may now have reason to worry.
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Hague investigators worked on evidence against Putin for over a year before the ICC
issued an arrest warrant that accused the Russian leader of being "allegedly
responsible for the war crime of unlawful deportation of population (children) and
that of unlawful transfer of population (children) from occupied areas of Ukraine to
the Russian Federation."

Kremlin spokesperson Dmitry Peskov told reporters on Friday that the Russian
Federation does not recognize the jurisdiction of the ICC and thus considers the
warrant "null and void."

However, not everyone in Russia may see the ICC's actions as such a non-issue.
Julia Davis, a top news analyst who runs the Russian Media Monitor project, wrote
an essay this week for the Center for European Policy Analysis (CEPA) online
journal about a growing unease among Russian propagandists.

She wrote that while pro-Kremlin pundits reacted with joy when Putin launched his
war more than a year ago, now "the euphoria has been replaced by a lingering sense
of dread, with Putin's mouthpieces routinely fretting about the possibility of war
crimes tribunals. The issue is playing on their minds."

Davis cited examples of Margarita Simonyan, lead editor of the Kremlin-operated RT
media outlet, and Russian state TV host Olga Skabeeva expressing concern about
Hague tribunals for other Russians aside from Putin.

"The Kremlin's propagandists have plenty of reasons to be concerned ... [T]he state-
controlled media has played a central part in prompting, encouraging, rationalizing,
and normalizing the Kremlin's massacre of its next-door neighbors," Davis wrote in
CEPA.

An example of the extreme talk spouted by Russian-state controlled media was a
discussion led in the fall by Anton Krasovsky, who also works for RT. During an
October interview, Krasovsky spoke of drowning Ukrainian children while setting
homes on fire before he turned to talk of rape, according to Davis.

Russian talking heads have not only justified violence against Ukraine, but they've
also suggested using nuclear weapons against the United States and other Western
nations over their support for Ukraine.

Jason Jay Smart, who has advised multiple political campaigns in Europe and works
as a special correspondent for the Kyiv Post, told Newsweek that Russian public
figures who promote Kremlin propaganda are likely very concerned.

"Since the ICC arrest warrant has been issued for Putin, there is undoubtedly a
serious panic now in Moscow. Putin and his cronies know that the jig is up: There is
no 'going back to the way things used to be,'" Smart said.

"It is certain that there will more arrest warrants issued, likely soon, and they could
be arrested whenever they get off of an international flight, or when Putin's Regime
collapses—which could happen at any time."
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However, George Mason University Schar School of Policy and Government
professor Mark N. Katz told Newsweek that Russian pundits talking on-air about
tribunals for Russian citizens may just be conducting another form of propaganda.

"I think that a lot of this Russian media hype about how there might be lots of trials
for pro-Putin commentators and others if Moscow loses the war is designed to give
Russians a reason to continue supporting the war, and not to presume that they, and
not just Putin and his cronies, will pay a steep price if Russia loses the war," Katz
said.

"As long as they stay in Russia, pro-Putin propagandists are unlikely to ever face war
crimes trials—unless, of course, Putin falls and is replaced by a pro-Western regime,"
he added.

"This, of course, does not seem likely to us, but the prospect of its occurring may help
persuade those in Russia who might be contemplating defecting to the West or
otherwise turning against Putin that they cannot expect any forgiveness from the
West—much less Ukraine—for their backing Putin's war effort up to now."

Newsweek has reached out to Davis and the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs via
email for comment.

Americans launch second drone towards Black Sea
Ukrainska Pravda

The United States has sent a new reconnaissance drone toward the Ukrainian Crimea
annexed by Russia. According to the Flightradar service, the RQ-4 Global Hawk with
the call sign FORTE10 headed for the Black Sea.

Americans launch second drone towards Black Sea© Ukrainska Pravda
Source: Crimea.Realities
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Details: The UAV entered the Black Sea, having circled in Romanian airspace for
several hours before that. The drone reportedly took off from the Sigonella air base
near the Italian city of Catania.

Americans launch second drone towards Black Sea© Ukrainska Pravda

US military video shows Black Sea drone incident
・The US Air Force issued a statement on 14 March, in which it was reported that a
Russian Su-27 fighter jet damaged an American MQ-9 Reaper reconnaissance and
strike UAV over the Black Sea during an interception, as a result of which the drone
had to be sunk.

・The US National Security Council Coordinator for Strategic Communications, John
Kirby, noted that while Russian intercepts of US aircraft over the Black Sea are not
uncommon, Tuesday's episode was unique regarding how "dangerous, unprofessional
and reckless" Russia’s actions were.

・The Russian Defence Ministry stated on the evening of Tuesday that their Su-27
fighter jets had nothing to do with the crash of the MQ-9 Reaper American UAV in
the Black Sea. In addition, they said it approached annexed Crimea and was flying in
violation.

・The US Department of Defense, in turn, said it was working to declassify visual
information related to the incident in the international airspace over the Black Sea.
The US military published a video of a Russian Su-27 fighter jet attacking the MQ-9
Reaper American UAV over the Black Sea.

・The US is conducting an assessment of its drone operations in the Black Sea area
following the incident. It is "taking a close look" at the drone’s routes and assessing
how to better deconflict with Russian forces.
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・Dmitry Medvedev, Deputy Chairman of the Russian Security Council, said that the
attack on the American drone was carried out over part of Russian territory, and the
Americans were completely impudent, so there is no need to "stand on ceremony"
with them.

・Russian Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu decorated the Su-27 pilots who shot down
an American MQ-9 Reaper drone over the Black Sea.

Former F-16 Pilot Says Russian Su-35 Jets 'Junk' Compared to U.S. Plane
Ellie Cook - Newsweek

The Russian Su-35 multi-role fighter jet is "junk" compared to the United States F-16
Fighting Falcon fast jet, according to a former U.S. Air Force pilot.

U. S. Air Force F-16 fighters in formation. The Russian Su-35 multi-role fighter jet is
"junk" compared to the likes of the F-16, according to retired U.S. Air Force Lt. Col.

Hampton.© Greg Mathieson/Mai/Getty Images

The Su-35 is a "typical Russian machine" that "looks good," but "deep down, it's not
that good of a plane," Retired U.S. Air Force Lieutenant Colonel Dan Hampton told
Voice of America in a Ukrainian language interview. "It looks good at air shows, but
my personal opinion is that it's junk," he added.

Both the Su-35 and the F-16 are multi-role, often single-seat fighter jets. Russia's Su-
35s have been used in Moscow's war against Ukraine, but the NATO-standard F-16
fast jets have not taken to Ukraine's skies.

The U.S. has so far vetoed Kyiv's repeated calls for the advanced jets. Earlier this
week, Poland confirmed it would send MiG-29 fighters to Ukraine, and on Friday,
Slovakia's prime minister said 13 MiG-29 jets would arrive in Ukraine. White House
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National Security Council spokesperson John Kirby said on Thursday that Warsaw's
decision "doesn't change our calculus with respect to F-16s."

On the first anniversary of the outbreak of full-scale war in Ukraine on February 24,
President Joe Biden said he was "ruling it (sending F-16s) out for now." Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelensky, "doesn't need F-16s now," he added.

The F-16s could "make a huge difference in the war," Hampton said, but their success
would depend on the pilots in the cockpit. The F-16 "is a very different type of modern
fighter than [Ukrainian pilots] are used to, he explained, adding it takes "time to train
and get used to and master a new type of aircraft, especially one as advanced as the
F-16."

The U.S. has confirmed that two Ukrainian pilots traveled to Arizona for "a
familiarization event" intended to assist Ukrainian pilots in becoming "more
effective," and to "advise them on how to develop their own capabilities," a military
official said.

The United Kingdom also committed to expanding its training program for Ukrainian
military personnel to include fighter jet pilots. This "will ensure pilots are able to fly
sophisticated NATO-standard fighter jets in the future," Downing Street said on
February 8.

The Russian Su-35 is a "very large" twin-engine aircraft, which is "easy to see, easy
to pick up on radar, and easy to shoot at with a long-range missile," Hampton said.
"Our planes are more durable. I wouldn't bet in combat on the Su-35 or any Russian-
made aircraft," he said.

The "highly maneuverable" and "high-performance" F-16 aircraft is used for air-to-
air and air-to-surface attacks, according to the U.S. Air Force. An all-weather
aircraft costing between $14.6 million and $18.8 million, F-16 variants have
"superior accuracy" and can defend against enemy aircraft.

The F-16V is touted by defense contractor Lockheed Martin as the "most
technologically advanced fourth-generation fighter in the world," with some fifth-
generation capabilities. The Su-35 is similarly hailed by Russian state export
organization Rosoboronexport as a fourth-generation jet with fifth-generation
elements.
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